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Rainbow Goddess Prayer
Claiming Healthy Expansive Cosmic Perception

Beloved Lady of Rainbow Magic
Continuously Cultivating Cosmic Play and Delight
While Inspiring Radical Revolutionary New Vision and New  Insight
Thank you for Restoring and Renewing The Magical Link Between
Heaven and Earth, Between Inner & Outer, Between Spirit & Matter.
.

Thank you for Guiding Me to Truly Claim and Courageously Act on 
My Divinely Inspired Visions knowing my actions
are an essential key in creating the reality I am envisioning.
.

Wondrous Multi-Dimensional Goddess, Mighty in Your Reverence for Humanity
Mighty in Your Vision for A New Earth Fully Renewed and Restored
Mighty in Your LOVE, Mighty in your Multi-Faceted Rainbow Vision
.

Guide me in remembering to choose joyous play
AND to embrace this glorious & magical divine experience that is mine to have.
Guide me to be a Super Conductor of Pure LOVE, Playful JOY & Miraculous MAGIC
Benefiting Myself, the New Earth, and All Live Everywhere
It is done, it is so and So It IS…Blessed Be!
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Break Out Session 
Guidelines

Joining the Session is Optional

Purpose is to foster community and 
offer mutual support

We are here to listen and be heard                                                                   
(please, no cross talking or interrupting)

We are not here to fix or judge – just 
listen

Give everyone an opportunity to share 
(be mindful of the time)

Feel free to continue the conversation by 
mutual agreement via personal 
messaging after the class



Breakout 
Conversation

Start with Your Name and 
Where You are From

Greatest Gift/Highlight 
and/OR Biggest Challenge 
from the Throat Chakra 
Gate

What have you reclaimed?
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Overview

©Venus Alchemy

Gemini Meta Goddess moving through 
Sagittarius and Capricorn

Break Out Groups

Sky Magic

Gemini reclaiming her magical perspective

Demons at the Brow Chakra

New Stories and Mass Dreams

Home Play 

Q and A



October 8, 2021
7 pm Pacific ©Venus Alchemy

Dschubba



October 9, 2021
7 pm Pacific ©Venus Alchemy



October 9, 2021 7 pm Pacific
Venus is in the head of the Scorpion

The Moon is approaching Antares Heart of Scorpion 

Dschubba or Isidis is the eye of the Scorpion or to the Chinese 
the eye of the Dragon (perhaps the third eye?) located at 
about 2 degrees and 51 minutes of Sagittarius and is also
associated with the Goddess Isis whose outstretched wings 
symbolize the Milky Way or the River of Stars, the Celestial 
Highway we are traveling along. We might imagine this is
helping us to connect more deeply to our inner visions and
dreams with the Moon also connecting to the heart star and 
key to the golden gateway to the heart of our galaxy…
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October 10, 2021
7 pm Pacific 

The Moon has passed Antares
Heart of the Scorpion and Venus is still very near Dschubba
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Oct 06 Pluto stations direct (24 Capricorn) Libra New Moon 13 Libra
Oct 07 Venus enters Sagittarius and Sun conjuncts Mars (15 Libra)
Oct 09 Venus Moon Gate Brow Chakra (3 Sagittarius) Mercury conjuncts Mars (16 Libra)
Oct 09 A Mayan Jaguar Day recurring again on October 29 and Venus conjunct Dschubba
Oct 10 Saturn Stations Direct (6 Aquarius 52)
Oct 16 Venus (10 Sag) trines Chiron (10 Aries)
Oct 17/18 Jupiter Stations Direct (22 Aquarius 19) & Mercury Stations Direct
Oct 21 Mars (24 Libra) with Spica Squares Pluto (24 Capricorn)
Oct 22/23 Sun enters Scorpio
Oct 26 Venus (21 Sag) square Neptune (21 Pisces)
Oct 30 Mars enters Scorpio
Nov 04 Scorpio New Moon (12 Scorpio 40) Sun (12 Scorpio 47) opposite Uranus (12 Taurus 47)
Nov 05 Venus enters Capricorn and Mercury enters Scorpio
Nov 07 Next Venus Moon Gate Crown Chakra (2 Capricorn) at the Cross-Quarter ©Venus Alchemy

Gemini Evening Star Third Eye Chakra Gate

Mercury is Retrograde 
until October 18  

at 10 Libra 40 
returning to Spica 
in early November



Mayan Jaguar Days 
(Ix - Linked to Ixchel)

Jaguar days feature great fortune, powerful protection, 
heightened intuition and access to magical abilities. 

These dates also feature additional cosmic events 
including:

Oct 09 at the 6th Venus Moon Gate
Oct 29 Venus is at Maximum Elongation from the Sun
Nov 18 Mars opposite Uranus Moon conjunct Uranus
Dec 08 near the 8th Venus Moon Gate exact on Dec 06
Dec 28 Jupiter enters Pisces
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Gemini Meta Goddess at the Brow Chakra in Sagittarius and Capricorn
October 09 Sagittarius/November 5 Capricorn (November 7 is Crown Chakra  gate)

She (and we) has been every Goddess, exploring reality from every 
angle, tapping into her multidimensionality to hear the Both/And of 
every story, healing the split of duality and making it a dance of sacred 
polarity.

We have rooted deep, we are sourced in our womb wisdom, 
our inner Sun has caught fire, we have come home to our hearts and 
found our voice. 

Now we open our inner eye, we awaken to the Oracle within. We 
open to see and know the deepest truth that lives inside our hearts.  
And we begin now to see with great clarity and vividness the 
New World Story coming alive in our lives and the world around us. 

As this Seed Vision awakens in our Inner Sight, we attract our
Rainbow Kin, our New Earth Playmates, and together we weave this 
Vision into reality, planting it with joy and dedication into Mother 
Earth! ©Venus Alchemy



Gemini Goddess 
Ascending through the the Sixth Chakra

What miraculous dreams and visions can I now receive 
expanding my perception of my personal creative 
expression?

What visions of how to co-create and live in playful 
joyous harmony with the New Earth global community 
can I connect with and act upon NOW? 
.

What specific actions can I take that bring these 
visions into my reality?

How can I actively connect with my inner vision 
in ways that creatively inspire playfully magical experiences 
as I express more and more love for myself and all life 
around me? 
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Demons of the Gemini Goddess 
at the Brow Chakra

Blocked Creativity Demon
Fear of Persecution Demon
Fear of Not Fitting In Demon
My Vision Might Be False Demon
It’s Unsafe to See My Truth Demon

.Name yours __________________
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3rd Eye Chakra Perspective Shift
What if we focused our attention and the story we tell about 
ourselves on imaging we are enough just as we are, that we have 
already accomplished enough, done enough, and each everyone 
one of us is magically amazing - simply because we are?

The art of knowing is knowing where to focus our attention and 
awareness so we see and experience a more joyous life.

Change your Thinking
Change your Life

Expand your Point of View 
Expand your Life

Change your Habits
Change your Life
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Strengthening Our Inner Voice
Most of us learned from an early age to stifle or 
deny the truth of our inner knowing or our
magical vision in order to survive, belong, love, 
or be cared for. 

This created damaging patterns, shutting 
down our inner Oracle and Truth Seer, cutting 
ourselves off from our deepest sources of magic 
and power.

Clever Gemini can then tell tall tales to get around 
the truth but sooner or later the cost is too high. 

The time is now for us to genuinely claim our 
inner knowing and heal this pattern to fully and 
completely access our magic and power to see 
and manifest! The story of the Eye of Horus can 
help us in this process. 
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The Wadjet (or Ujat, meaning “the Whole One”) is a 
powerful symbol frequently seen in ancient Egyptian 
amulets and sacred objects to protect the wearer and 
grant magical powers.  

The Goddess Wadjet is an embodiment of this symbol 
along with Sekhmet, Hathor and Bastet. It was sometimes 
referred to as the Eye of Ra but most frequently referred 
to as the “Eye of Horus”- referencing a great battle 
between Horus and his uncle Set. 

It was said that the Falcon-headed God Horus’s left eye 
was the Moon and his right eye was the Sun.  

In some versions of the story, Set tore out Horus’s Left 
Eye (representing the cycles of the waning and waxing 
Moon). 
.

It was restored to wholeness by Hathor in some versions 
and Thoth in other versions. 

Wadjet

Horus

Eye of Horus
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For true healing to occur, acknowledge sadness or regret for 
the choices we made that went against our inner knowing. 

The Eye of Horus story reminds us that forgetting or not 
listening to our inner voice is part of the initiatory journey 
and true wholeness is gained when we reclaim and restore 
commitment to living from our inner knowing while forgiving 
our past choices. 

The power carried by this Eye lies in the reality that it was 
damaged and then restored - now carrying unshakeable 
strength. 

Where in your life has a choice requiring repeated denial of 
your inner truth led to an initial loss of magic yet ultimately 
resulted in greater wholeness, strength and access to your 
personal medicine?
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Retelling the Story of Cinderella 
with Music and Dance…See Trailer on Class Page

A fun movie ( for your inner 5 year old) and empowering look at how
choosing what is aligned with our heart’s desire creates a new story with a 
different even more happy ending that previously imagined.

Camila Cabellow is Cinderella. She dreams of being a truly innovative, well 
known Fashion Designer so she can support herself and travel the world.
Cinderella stays true to her dream saying NO to the Prince when he asks her to 
marry him and helping rule the kingdom he is going to inherit and YES to her 
dream. In the end, she and the prince both get to live the life they are 
choosing and not just accepting because it is what is expected.

Pierce Brosnan is the dictatorial King who changes his perception and thus his 
expectations and ways of doing things
Minnie Driver is the Queen who transforms the King’s perspective when she 
tells him truth
Tallulah Greive sister to the prince who wants to rule the kingdom and in the 
end her desire is fulfilled 
Billy Porter is the flamboyant fairy god-person or Fabulous Godmother Nicolas 
Galitzine Prince Robert is not really interested in being the King or having to 
be the ruler of the kingdom he is destined to inherit. In the end he not only 
marries the love of his life they get to live the life they are choosing!
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Planting Seeds for the New World Story:  
Indigenous Food Forests & Community Food System Trusts

Esperanza Project interview with Lyla June 
Johnson: Lyla June on the Forest as Farm

Chris Newman: “Indigenizing Big Agriculture” 

Zingerman’s Business Model

Jo Jondai Talk on Pun Pun Farm

Chris Newman 
Sylvanaqua Farm

Lyla June Johnson

Now is the time to seed our imagination with a vivid and 
inspiring vision for how this transition to a “New Earth” can 
actually look on the ground - part of this is by looking to the 
past. For example, at the large-scale food forests tended by 
indigenous communities across Turtle Island and beyond. 

https://www.esperanzaproject.com/2019/native-american-culture/lyla-june-on-the-forest-as-farm/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=g09mCCwTRQI&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR1MH8XrDQr9hPZjh5MPI2hWxeqoWLwt2zLkHxqkzp8YlUQBxApt0wpZ1Zw
https://www.zingermanscommunity.com/about-us/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Y58lrTI2R0
https://www.sylvanaqua.com/mutual-aid


Mass Dreams of the Future
Do we face an Apocalypse or a Global Spiritual Awakening?

First Published in November 1989 
From An article update by Chet Snow 2001

Dr. Helen Wambach and Dr Chet Snow used hypnosis to determine  
humanity's hidden inner-vision of the future. 

Between 1980 and 1988 thousands of volunteers were placed in a "waking 
trance" using Helen Wambach’s technique for Future Life Progression 
Hypnosis, looking at 150 and 300 years from that present time in the 1980’s. 

The results were astonishing as they coincided with little-known historical 
prophecies from many of the world's indigenous cultures as well as those of 
celebrated individual prophets such as Nostradamus and Edgar Cayce.

This research was a way to explore the culture's "collective unconscious" 
based on what is hidden within our dreaming mind finding the keys to 
unlocking and even altering the future. 

Many saw massive climate shifts, world-wide earthquakes and volcanic 
eruptions in the Pacific Rim, all leading to dramatic Earth Changes by 2100 
AD and beyond.
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Mass Dreams of the Future
Do we face an Apocalypse or a Global Spiritual Awakening?

First Published in November 1989

Vivid, personal "dream accounts" from two future periods of 2150 and 2300 
AD revealed such extraordinary developments as these:
.

• Most of humanity will live in just four environment types:
First: sylvan, ecologically-sound creative and spiritual communities 
widely scattered in temperate zones
Second: hi-tech cities dependent on domes and other artificial 
protections against a harsh exterior environment
Third: isolated, rustic settlements of people who have forsaken 
technological solutions to Earth's problems, returning to a simpler, 
less-complex life-style
Fourth: space-farmers who inhabit artificial space stations above the 
Earth or built protected colonies on nearby planets like Mars.

• Many sited an emergence of clans or tribes of people born with enhanced 
telepathic and other psychic powers.

• Many described a period after 2300 AD, known as the "Outward Wave," 
when humanity will no longer be bound either by this solar system or by 
present-day concepts of 3-D reality.
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Dr. Raymond Moody wrote: Mass Dreams of the Future is "an important 
and significant book . . . in this time of both great crisis and great 
opportunity for the world."

Death and dying researcher Dr. Elisabeth Kubler- Ross said: "I could not stop 
reading this fascinating book and although many aspects of it look grim, it 
also looks very realistic . . . It is very important we begin to realize that our 
minds create our future."

The Aquarian Conspiracy author Marilyn Ferguson called Mass Dreams of 
the Future: "A compelling vista . . . Snow has tackled his subject with the 
thoroughness of a scholar and the spark of a storyteller."

Chet Snow has continued compiling data on the future visions of the mass 
consciousness from around the planet, studying indigenous cultures like 
Arizona's Hopi nation and Australian Aboriginal peoples, to compare their 
points of view with those of the subconscious minds of our Western 
subjects. 

The results, as yet unpublished (in 2001), demonstrate that today's 
humanity, whether from Hotevilla, Johannesburg, New York or Woomera, 
continues to see significant cultural and environmental changes just beyond 
the horizon. 
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Striking contemporary events like massive UFO sightings and the enigmatic 
crop circle formations bear witness to the fact that we continue to live in 
"interesting times." 

All four future civilization types outlined in the book are currently 
distinguishable, though still in embryonic form. 

The reason behind the massive decline in world population that both our 
dreamers and indigenous seers foretell for our current century has yet to be 
identified in a clear and unambiguous fashion. 

There is no lack of potential causes, ranging from a massive outbreak of an 
Ebola-like virus or other plague, to a solar flare, asteroid strike (or even a 
near-miss), or the cumulative effects of over a century of fossil fuel burning, 
provoking severe global warming.

Chet Snow said in the article published in 2001 where all this previous 
information comes from: …And the ultimate response that we found in the 
mid-1980s still remains true because the ultimate choice between these two 
widely-touted future archetypes is still ours to make today. Let us choose 
wisely, with humility and compassion. Our children's future, and just possibly 
our own, depends on what we choose now.

Hence why envisioning and dreaming into, while also telling a new 
story has never been more important! ©Venus Alchemy



Living the Magic 
as if it has already occurred

Imagine what it would look like
Imagine what it would feel like
Imagine it is already real

Co-creative Magic
Request It 
Expect It
Accept It

Focus Awareness through
Attention and Intention
Art, Music (drumming, chanting, etc), 
Vision Boards, Altars, Medicine Wheels, 
Sigils, Talismans, Invocations etc.
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Energizing Magic In Nature 
• Create your own sacred space in nature 

• Find a place you can connect with the stars

• Could be your back yard, a near by local, state or national 
park.

• Know your electro magnetic energy interacting with the 
Earth is what amplifies the sacredness of the place you 
choose.

• Honor, revere, respect, connect with that space on a 
regular basis.

• Construct a circle of stones, medicine wheel, labyrinth, or 
rock cairn and fill it with your loving intentions

• Engage it often, bring offerings, say prayers, sing songs to 
the spirits of the land, to the trees, plants and animals, to 
all that is seen and unseen.
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Backyard Medicine Wheel
2012 to 2017 with Crystals, 
Rose Quartz, Aquamarine, 

Backyard Medicine Wheel
2021 with Calcite, Aquamarine

Chrysocolla, Crystals

Canada Del Oro Wash 
Medicine Wheel 2020

With Stones found in Wash
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Home Play for the Gemini Meta Goddess 
at the Brow Chakra 
Tell Your True Story

Gemini can be very good at hiding.  But when she is in her mastery, she 
expresses the whole truth of who she is in every moment. She is not simple, 
reducible to one thing. She is gloriously complex and multidimensional and 
she makes no apologies for her true nature, her authentic experience and 
perspective.

This month explore an area of your life where you have been hiding:
• Have you hidden your true opinion about a controversial subject for fear 

you will upset others or be seen as “not good person?” 
• Have you made choices you now regret and you don’t know how to be 

honest about this without collapsing so you are hiding in shame?
• How would it look to tell the truth about your choice while also fully 

loving and honoring yourself?    

Commit to telling the truth of who you are in this area, at least with trusted 
Friends - the whole truth, not clever half truths designed to make everyone 
happy. Be sure you celebrate your courage to do this even if (especially if!) 
it makes you feel uncomfortable and stretches your edges. ©Venus Alchemy


